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Background Information
This program, made entirely of 3-D computer animation, contains two parts: ANIMATED 
NEUROSCIENCE and THE ACTIONS OF NICOTINE, COCAINE, AND MARIJUANA IN THE
BRAIN. Each part is approximately 12 minutes and may be presented in 2 different class ses-
sions so that discussion may follow. 

In part 1, the basic structure of the brain and its principal cells—neuro n s — a re described. In
addition, the communication (electrical and chemical) between neurons is explained. In part 2,
the entry of nicotine, cocaine, and marijuana into the brain is shown, and the cellular actions of
these drugs are described. 

The contents described here are scientifically accurate. The material is suitable as an adjunct 
to biology classes and health classes or in any curriculum that may benefit from a scientific
component to drug education/prevention programs. It is not intended that this program, by
itself, be used in drug education programs; other forms of education are needed as well. This
teacher’s guide consists of a set of learning objectives, a glossary of terms used in the video,
and additional reference material. The teacher’s guide also includes a series of worksheets that
students may use for self-testing. Each worksheet includes a representative still frame from the
video. A set of worksheets with the answers for the teachers is provided.

Learning Objectives
After viewing this video students should understand the following concepts:

• The brain is a structure that controls many different functions; areas within the brain are
highly specialized to control specific functions, but they are also interconnected.

• Neurons send information to each other using both electrical and chemical signals. Electrical
information moves along a neuron, and chemical information moves between neurons.
When they work together as a unit, the neurons control the function of a specific brain area.

• The communication between neurons can be disrupted by drugs; this happens specifically 
at the synapse, the most important control point in the process of communication.

• Regardless of their method of intake, drugs of abuse, such as nicotine, cocaine and marijuana,
reach the brain through the bloodstream. When drugs are smoked they reach the brain as fast
as if they were injected, and even faster than if snorted or taken by mouth. The faster a drug
reaches the brain, the more likely it will be abused.

• Drugs interact with neurons at the synapse. Their targets can be receptors (e.g. for nicotine
and marijuana) or uptake pumps (e.g. for cocaine).

• By acting at the synapse, drugs change the way the brain functions and can affect behavior,
thinking and learning, movement and sensations. Sometimes this is beneficial, as in the treat-
ment of a disease, and sometimes this is detrimental, especially when drugs are abused.
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Vocabulary
Acetylcholine--A major neurotransmitter in the brain. Acetylcholine is synthesized in and
released from neurons into the synaptic space. It then binds to an acetylcholine receptor.

Acetylcholine receptor—A protein with five subunits to which acetylcholine binds. Upon
binding, the acetylcholine receptor changes shape to open a channel through which sodium
ions flow into the neuron, producing a current across the membrane. 

Acetylcholinesterase—The enzyme that destroys acetylcholine by hydrolyzing or “cutting” it
into two parts, choline and acetate. 

Axon—A long portion of the neuron that leaves the cell body (or soma) and carries chemicals
and proteins to the terminal. 

Caudate nucleus—An area of the brain involved in voluntary movement, and drug addiction. 

Cerebral cortex—The largest part of the brain. It is subdivided into several parts, including
the frontal cortex (motor), parietal cortex (sensory), temporal cortex (hearing) and occipital
cortex (vision). The sensory cortex receives sensory information coming from the spinal cord,
and the motor cortex sends motor information back down the spinal cord. 

Cocaine—The active ingredient found in the coca plant. It binds to the dopamine uptake
pump and prevents the pump from bringing dopamine back into the terminal. It is a central
nervous system stimulant. 

Current—The flow of ions (charged atoms such as sodium, potassium, calcium or chloride)
across the neuron membrane. 

Cyclic AMP (Adenosine monophosphate)—A nucleotide that is generated by the action of
the enzyme, adenyl cyclase. It directs other proteins to regulate the movement of ions into and
out of the cell, producing membrane currents. 

Dendrite—A short portion of the neuron that leaves the cell body. Each cell body has many
dendrites which are covered with little spines containing receptors to which neurotransmitters
bind. 

Dopamine—A neurotransmitter released from neurons in parts of the brain especially involved
in drug addiction (i.e. the reward pathway).

Electrical Impulse—The movement of an ion current along the neuron membrane. It is 
generated in the cell body and moves along the axon to the terminal. 

Exocytosis—When an impulse arrives at the terminal, the vesicles fuse with the terminal
membrane and release the neurotransmitters within them into the synaptic cleft (space). 

G Proteins—Proteins that help receptors such as dopamine or THC receptors to activate or
inhibit the enzyme adenyl cyclase and the generation of cyclic AMP.
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Hippocampus—An area of the brain beneath the cerebral cortex involved in learning and
memory. It lies beneath the cerebral cortex. 

Neuron—The major cell type in the brain and spinal cord. It consists of the soma, axon and
dendrites. There are billions of neurons in the brain. 

Neurotransmitter—A chemical such as acetylcholine or dopamine that is stored in vesicles
within a nerve terminal and released into the synaptic space. It binds to receptors to cause 
currents to flow in the postsynaptic neuron. Neurotransmitter action is terminated either by
enzymes or by the uptake of the neurotransmitter into the terminal. 

Nicotine—The active compound in the tobacco plant. It binds to acetylcholine receptors in the
brain and causes the release of many neurotransmitters. 

Postsynaptic—Pertaining to the membrane of the receiving neuron (containing the receptors)
at a synapse. 

Presynaptic—Pertaining to the membrane of the axon terminal at a synapse. 

Receptor—A special protein to which neurotransmitters, hormones, and drugs bind. Receptors
are found on the membranes of the neuron dendrites, soma, and even the terminal. 

Reward pathway—A specific network of neurons that become activated by pleasurable or
rewarding behaviors such as use of cocaine, heroin, nicotine, and alcohol. Many addictive
behaviors activate this pathway which originates in the midbrain, and travels through the
nucleus accumbens and up to the frontal cortex. 

Soma—The cell body and largest part of the neuron. Proteins are synthesized in the cell body
and transported to other parts of the neuron. The electrical impulse is generated in the cell
body and travels down the axon.

Spinal cord—A bundle of long neurons that travel up and down the vertebral column. The
neurons form synapses with sensory neurons from the periphery to carry sensory information
up to the brain. Neurons leaving the brain travel down the spinal cord and form synapses with
neurons that direct muscle movement. 

Synapse—The connection between two neurons; it consists of the terminal of one neuron, the
membrane of the neighboring neuron and the space between them (synaptic cleft). It is here
that chemical information is passed from one neuron to another.

Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC)—A major active compound in the cannabis (marijuana) plant.
It binds to THC receptors that are concentrated in areas such as the hippocampus. 

Uptake pump—A special protein to which neurotransmitters such as dopamine bind so that
they can be transported back inside the terminal. Drugs such as cocaine bind to dopamine
uptake pumps and prevent them from functioning. 

Vesicles—Small sacs found within the axon terminal. They contain neurotransmitters which are
released into the synaptic cleft when an impulse arrives at the terminal.4



Student Worksheets/Self Test
The following pages contain a set of worksheets that students can use as a self-test after view-
ing the video. Sets may be copied for the students as needed. The worksheets are designed 
to reinforce information already presented in the video and to provide new information not
found in the video. Each worksheet contains a representative frame from the video that serves
as reference for the questions. A set of worksheets with the answers provided is included for
the teacher.
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1. Neurons are the major cells in the brain and spinal cord (the central nervous system).
They have several parts. Indicate the name of the parts that are labeled in the picture
by filling in the blanks below: 

A._________________________ B. _________________________ 

C. _________________________ D. _________________________ 

Each part of the neuron serves a special function. For each part that you have labeled
above, match it to its function in the blanks below.

The ____________ is the largest part of the cell. It has a nucleus which contains the 
genetic material to direct the production of proteins. The electrical impulse is formed here. 

Electrical impulses travel along the ____________ toward the nerve ___________. This
long structure carries more than just electrical messages; it also carries many nutrients 
to the _________, especially those that help make the neurotransmitters. 

When an electrical impulse reaches the nerve ___________ neurotransmitters are
released into the synaptic space. 

A neuron has many ____________ that form branches like trees. Each ___________ has
millions of receptors on its membrane so that many synapses can be formed with other
neurons. The more synapses that can transmit chemical information at a time, the more
likely the receiving cell will generate the electrical impulse.
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2. Electrical information is converted into chemical information at the nerve terminal. 
The terminal forms a connection with another neuron very nearby. This connection is
called a _______________________. 

Inside the terminal are small sacs or vesicles that contain neurotransmitters. Although
there are many kinds of neurotransmitters, there is only one kind found in each neu-
ron’s terminal. When an electrical impulse reaches the nerve terminal, the vesicles move
toward the membrane and fuse to it. Then the neurotransmitters are released into the
__________ cleft, or space. This process is called _______________. 

In the picture shown above, several components of the _____________ are marked.
Indicate below the name of the components. 

A. _________________________ B. _________________________ 

C. _________________________ D. _________________________ 
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3. Acetylcholine is an important neurotransmitter in the brain. It is synthesized in neurons
and released from the terminals. Once in the synaptic space, acetylcholine binds to
_____________________________ ______________________________. 

Once acetylcholine binds to its ___________________, several things happen. Below is 
a list of the steps that take place. Arrange the steps in order by placing a number in the
space provided. 

________ An electrical current flows across the membrane. 

________ Sodium ions (Na+) flow into the cell through the ion channel. 

________ The electrical current stops flowing across the membrane. 

________ Acetylcholine molecules come off of the _____________________. 

________ The _______________ changes its shape to open a channel within its structure. 

________ The _______________________ changes its shape to close the ion channel.
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4. Dopamine is a neurotransmitter that binds to a dopamine receptor. In order for
dopamine to produce its effect, it requires a series of events. Below, put these events in
order by placing a number in the blank.

________ The G protein activates an enzyme (adenylate cyclase) to generate cyclic AMP.

________ Dopamine binds to its receptor.

________ As cyclic AMP builds up inside the cell, it causes a change in the membrane
currents to increase neuron firing. 

________ When dopamine is bound to its receptor, the helper G protein becomes 
activated.
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5. T h e re are two basic ways that the actions of neurotransmitters are terminated. Once they
come off of their receptors, neurotransmitters can be inactivated by enzymes or taken
back up into nerve terminals by uptake pumps. Consider the two neuro t r a n s m i t t e r s ,
acetylcholine and dopamine. Below, fill in the blanks to indicate the termination pro c e s s
for each neurotransmitter; then name the labeled structures in each picture above.

Acetylcholine _______________________ ____________________________

Dopamine ____________________ __________________ __________________

A: _________________________________________ 

B: _________________________________________ 
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6. Nicotine and ___________________ bind to the same ________________. The drug 
and the neurotransmitter compete for the same binding site. When a person smokes 
a cigarette, the _____________________wins the competition because there are more
___________________ molecules compared to ___________________ molecules present
in the synaptic space.
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7. Drugs such as nicotine, cocaine and THC have special chemical properties that allow
them to diffuse across biological membranes very easily (this is called passive diffusion).
If they are smoked, the drugs enter the bloodstream by diffusing through
_________________ membranes in the lungs. 

Cocaine, which is also snorted, enters the bloodstream by diffusing through
___________________ membranes in the nose. 

Once in the bloodstream, these drugs travel to the heart and then to the brain. There 
is a special arrangement of capillary cells in the brain itself called the blood-brain-barrier.
This barrier excludes from the brain many compounds that are potentially harmful to the
brain. But the chemical structure of nicotine, cocaine, and THC allows them to diff u s e
easily across the _________________ that are part of the blood-brain-barrier, and then
they enter the brain itself.
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8. In many cases, scientists have discovered receptors to which drugs bind before they
have discovered the natural substance in the body that binds to the receptors. Some
examples include opiate receptors (to which opiates such as morphine bind) and THC
receptors. We now know that endorphins and enkephalins found in our central nervous
system bind to opiate receptors to help alleviate pain. Most recently, scientists have
found chemicals made in our bodies that bind to THC receptors. One of these, called
anandamide (from the Sanskrit word meaning bliss), has received much attention. Now
that it has been identified, scientists can determine its function within the brain. 

THC, or tetrahydrocannabinol, is the active ingredient in the ________________ plant.
Once it binds to a THC receptor, a series of events takes place inside the cell. Number
the blanks below to put the series of events in order.

____ When THC binds to its receptor, it signals the helper G protein to become inactive. 

____ THC binds to a cannabinoid receptor.

____ Nerve impulses in the hippocampus are reduced, causing a loss in short-term
memory. 

____ The loss of cyclic AMP inside the cell causes a change in membrane currents to
decrease neuron firing. 

____ Cyclic AMP, which is normally generated inside cells, is no longer generated.
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9. There is a pathway in the brain that is activated by addictive drugs. This is called the
reward pathway because anything that activates the pathway produces rewarding feel-
ings that may lead to a repetitive behavior. For example, food, water and sex are natural
rewards that activate this pathway. Without these, our species would not survive. When
drugs activate this pathway, the user often finds more reward in the drugs than in natu-
ral rewards. The powerful control that drugs exert on this pathway produces addictive
behavior.

Which of the following drugs activate the reward pathway? (Write either “yes” or “no”.)

_________ cocaine 
_________ heroin
_________ THC (in marijuana) 

_________ nicotine 
_________ aspirin 
_________ LSD  
_________ alcohol 
_________ penicillin 

Dopamine is the major neurotransmitter released by the neurons in the reward pathway.
Addictive drugs all increase neurotransmission at dopamine synapses within the reward
pathway in a variety of different ways. For example, cocaine increases dopamine in the
synaptic space by blocking _______________ ___________ on the terminals of dopamine
neurons. Nicotine binds to _______________ receptors that are located on dopamine
neurons and increases dopamine release from those neurons. The ability of these drugs
to increase dopamine neurotransmission within the reward pathway explains their
______________ liability.
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Answers
1) A = axon

B = dendrite 
C = soma
D = terminal

soma or cell body
axon; terminal; terminal
terminal 
dendrites; dendrite 

2) synapse
synaptic; exocytosis
synapse

A = synaptic space
B = receptors 
C = neurotransmitters 
D = axon terminal 

3) acetylcholine receptors
receptor
3; 2; 6; 4, receptor; 1, receptor; 5, receptor 

4) 3; 1; 4; 2

5) enzyme inactivation
reuptake into terminal 
A = acetylcholine (in orange)
B = dopamine (in blue)

6) acetylcholine; receptor; nicotine; nicotine; acetylcholine 

7) capillary; capillary; capillaries 

8) marijuana
2; 1; 5; 4; 3 

9) yes,; yes; maybe; yes; no; no; yes; no; uptake pumps; acetylcholine; addictive
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